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Privacy

Semi-Privacy

Create your outdoor sanctuary 
with style – limited only by  
your imagination.

With Enduris, the choice is yours. Our privacy fences are 
engineered for the ultimate in seclusion and privacy with  
interlocking tongue and groove (T&G) boards.

The boards extend deeply into our railing system to  
compensate for simple elevation changes and wind load.

Enduris semi-privacy fences are a beautiful way to keep  
people and animals right where you want them, and allow for 
a little airflow at the same time.

Add decorative lattice to the top of 
your fence for a truly unique look.

Privacy panels interlock for complete privacy.

Three cap choices allow you 
to customize your fence. 

Colors: Tan, Khaki or White.
Colors shown are by the lithographic process and may vary slightly from actual product.



White Post & Rail fence can be 
configured as a 2, 3 or 4-rail system 
featuring pre-routed corner, end 
and line posts, with self-locking 
notched ribbed rails for additional 
strength and structure.

Post & Rail Picket
Enduris post and rail fence offers all the charm and good 
looks of a wood rail fence, with none of the maintenance—
no painting, splinters or warping. Enduris Post & Rail 
fence is well-suited for marking boundaries and accenting  
your property with a nice variety of different rail fence  
configurations, one sure to suit your application.

Because each Enduris fence is made to order, you 
get to select from a variety of components. Pickets 
are available in many styles, widths and colors, and 
can be topped off with different caps as well. 

Enduris PVC fence components are designed to allow you and your fence professional to create the ultimate 
complement to your front or backyard extending your home into the outdoors. Our fence can take on your own 
individual style—for security, privacy, traffic flow or aesthetics. Enduris fence has the perfect design for you.

Transform your yard into something special.



Tan and Khaki privacy pickets are textured with a deep emboss and 
natural woodgrain pattern. The light and dark grains complement each 
other and give the panels texture and depth. 

Because we create the variegated patterns from mixtures of our existing 
solid color pickets, you can mix posts, rails and pickets with confidence 
to produce a panel to your liking. Choose the color that contrasts or 
matches your home, or intermix the components and colors for a truly 
unique statement. A contrast of embossed and variegated pickets with 
solid color post and rails has wonderful curb appeal.

Finally, the rich appearance of slightly weathered 
wood panels, with none of the maintenance.

Vinyl Multi-Grain Fence

Appeal of Weathered Woodgrain 
Deeply Textured 
Subtle Variegation Throughout 
Ultra-Low Maintenance 
Limited Lifetime Warranty



Can’t decide what fence design 
you’d like in your backyard? 

Maybe you’re not sure if you need 
full privacy or semi-private panels? 
Keep in mind that fence heights 
can be beautifully transitioned with 
our molded top rail shapes, and 
Mirage Capped PVC Vinyl fence is 
also available in Ranch Rail. 

How about color--do you want 
to match your house color, the 
deck color or go with something 
different? 
Your fence contractor will show 
you all the options and color 
combinations to create your own 
backyard retreat.

Our Lifetime Limited Warranty adds 
some real peace of mind.
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Relax. With 
Mirage Fence, 
you have lots 
of choices. 

Our Lifetime Limited 
Warranty adds some 
real peace of mind. 
Visit our website for 
details. 
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Ultra-Low Maintenance 
Rich, Hand-Stained Wood Appearance 
30-Year Fade and Stain Warranty 
Gates are Welded for Extra Strength 
No Mold, Rot or Splinters 
Impervious to Termites

Vinyl Craft vinyl fencing is custom-built with 
traditional workmanship, and engineered to be 
impervious to the sun, wind, rain and snow.

The advanced manufacturing process is uniquely suited for exceptional performance when faced with the 
elements. The surface is protected with our exclusive HardCover™ capstock, an advanced technology that 
preserves the aesthetics, retains the color of the fence and provides superior stain resistance. All sides of Vinyl 
pickets, posts and rails are protected with a high-performance coating that has been used for decades in 
high-end applications in the auto industry, to ensure color stability. 

In fact, Vinyl Craft vinyl fencing includes an industry first—a 30-Year Fade and Stain Warranty. With Vinyl Craft 
vinyl, there is no need for annual staining or sealing to maintain the rich and vibrant colors. Grass clippings and 
surface debris can be easily cleaned off with a garden hose.

30-Year
Fade & Stain  

Warranty

ENDWOOD

Strength and beauty on the surface.



Forest™ Series 
Chestnut

Forest™ Series 
Sable

Forest™ Series 
Sequoia

Forest™ Series 
Slate

Forest™ Series 
Cedar

Colors shown are by the  
lithographic process and 

may vary slightly from 
actual product.

Forest™ Series Variegated Deck
Definitely a strong statement—with a deeply  
embossed wood grain and subtle variegated colors.

The deep, rich colors that run through Vinyl Forest Series lend a natural beauty that is only found on the most 
expensive, exotic hardwoods. Our process allows for a consistent color blend from piece to piece, but the color 
variations are as random as those found in nature.

And, even though the colors run dark, vinyl manufacturing technology allows the deck underfoot to remain com-
fortable, and cooler to the touch-even on the hottest days. 

Forest™ Series Variegated Deck

Even though your new capped cellular PVC deck may look like wood, Vinyl Craft vinyl certainly doesn’t act 
like wood or wood composites. Vinyl Craft capped cellular PVC deck is slip-resistant, impervious to stains and 
scratches, plus it stands up to the daily torture from pets, kids, and neighbors who drag heavy deck furniture 
from one end to the other. 

Working with Vinyl is a breeze. Vinyl deck boards are easy to cope, shape 
and bend, require no pre-drilling, and can be installed with a variety of hidden 
or face fastening systems.

Colors shown are by the lithographic process 
and may vary slightly from actual product.

Woodland™ Series Capped Cellular PVC Deck
Colors to complement your home and landscape, 
strength to complete your low-maintenance lifestyle.

Woodland™ Series Capped Cellular PVC Deck

Woodland™ Series 
Ashwood

Woodland™ Series 
Beechwood

Woodland™ Series 
Olivewood

Woodland™ Series 
Ashwood

Woodland™ Series 
Beechwood

Woodland™ Series 
Beechwood

Woodland™ Series 
Olivewood



 845 E. Ventura Blvd.
 Oxnard, CA 93036

 
 TEL: 888-828-4695 
 FAX: 805-988-4427

 
 EMAIL: info@vinyl-craft.com 

www.vinyl-craft.com

Colors as rich as nature
It’s hard to imagine a fence with such 
an authentic hand-stained texture and 
rich colors maintaining its beauty for 
over 30 years, but its time

THE VINYL CRAFT ADVANTAGE

We know you have a choice when it comes to choosing where to shop for your Vinyl 
Fence. At Vinyl Craft, we can provide you with much more than any of those “Big Box” 

Stores. Here are some of the advantages we offer when you choose Vinyl Craft:

• We offer many different kinds of vinyl products
• We offer premium vinyl products
• We can custom manufacture your vinyl in-house
• You can order your gates made to fit

• Vinyl Craft offer premium service
• Vinyl Craft products are GREEN
• Vinyl Craft offers a 30 Year Warrantee
• Vinyl Craft products are made in the USA!


